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1. Overview of qualitative methods
2. Coding and how to do it
3. Six phases of thematic analysis
4. NVivo demo & practice

Agenda



Learning Objectives

1. Identify the qualitative methods commonly used at DFM

2. Understand how to code, categorize and make themes 
from qualitative data

3. Recognize the basic structure and key functions of 
NVivo



• Debates about qualitative methods and approaches
• Qualitative description commonly used at DFM
• Content analysis with thematic analysis: code, categorize data; identify themes

 Recommended reading: Neergaard 2009; Sandelowski 2000, 2007, 2010
 Recommended resources:

Qualitative Research: Overview of Methods, Meredith Vanstone
Grounded Theory, Phenomenology and Narrative, Meredith Vanstone
 https://fammedmcmaster.ca/research/research-resources/in-services/

Qualitative methods

https://fammedmcmaster.ca/research/research-resources/in-services/


• “A method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns 
(themes) across a data set” Braun & Clarke 2006

• “Content analysis is a research method that provides a 
systematic and objective means to make valid inferences from 
verbal, visual, or written data in order to describe and quantify 
specific phenomena” (p. 314, Downe-Wambolt, 1992)

 Recommended reading: Braun & Clarke, 2006; Downe-
Wamboldt, B. (1992)

Thematic Analysis & Content Analysis - Definitions



• “The most basic segment, or element, of the data that can 
be assessed in a meaningful way” (Boyatzis 1998)

• “A word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a 
summative, salient, essence-capturing and evocative 
attribute for a portion of language or visual data” (Saldana 
2015)

 Recommended Reading: Saldana Coding Manual 2015

What are codes anyway?





How to categorize these buttons?

Acknowledgement: slides 8-11 are borrowed from Meredith Vanstone



How to categorize these buttons?





Return to the data with these patterns in mind

N.B. Buttons analogy is useful to a point, as some buttons can 
belong in more than one category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The buttons analogy is useful to a point. Need to be aware that some buttons can belong in more than one category.



• What is the topic of this passage?
• What is the main idea in this piece of text?
• What is the key concept here?
• What is the gist?
• Is this relevant to our research question?

Questions to ask as we code



• One passage can represent many 
ideas

• A code can capture a word, or a line, 
or a whole paragraph

• Codes that don’t fit into categories 
are just as important as those that do 
fit

• Goal is to describe, categorize, 
synthesize the data

• Okay to code a chunk of text in more 
than one place

Coding considerations



From codes to themes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Categorizing Codes & Turning Them Into ThemesIdentify most significant or frequent earlier codes from initial codes How might you further organize these codes?Go back to data again and look for other instancesSometimes see something you didn’t initially recognizeIntent of focused code is to condense dataTo choose a direction, trust intuition, what you find interesting, what seems unique or relevantHow to know when you’re done? Data saturation



Considering coding and analysis styles
● In DFM research, we primarily do (with exceptions!):

○ Rich descriptions of overall data set, key themes to answer research 
question(s)

○ Descriptive coding rather than interpretive, though some interpretation 
is used in identifying themes

○ Inductive, data-driven coding rather than deductive, analyst-driven 
coding 
■ Often start with a simple framework, like the questions asked (deductive)
■ Then build from there, based on emerging codes and categories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level of description/detail (overall vs. specific aspect)Rich description of overall data set... ORVery detailed picture of one particular aspect, often based on specific themes or groups of themes, often related to a research questionDescriptive vs. interpretive      Descriptive – describing just what’s in the data      Interpretation of what the data seems to be sayingInductive vs deductive Inductive: bottom-up, data-driven - starts with data, doesn’t fit it into an existing framework or preconception… ORDeductive: top-down, analyst-driven - driven by specific research question, researcher interest, or theoretical or conceptual framework 



1. Familiarize yourself with the data

2. Generate initial codes

3. Categorize codes creating themes

4. Review themes

5. Define and name themes

6. Produce the report

These do not go in strict order - a lot of back-and-forth

Six phases of thematic analysis
Familiarize

Code

CategorizeReview

Define

Report

Recommended Reading: Braun & Clarke 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Familiarizing yourself with the dataTeam reads 3-4 transcripts to get sense of wholeHighlight, circle, underline key ideas as they repeat over these transcriptsPossible techniques:Recall your experiences conducting the interview/focus group (if you were present)Transcribe itRead it, and read it againNote down any initial ideas2. Generating initial codeDiscuss these key ideas as a research team to begin to establish some agreement about the main ideas. Ask yourselves: What is the main concept, topic or idea in this piece of text? What is the gist? Is it relevant to our research question?Code transcripts. Compare and establish coding practice as a teamStart coding interesting features - this is where can NVivo be useful Add data into existing codes, or make new codes Constant comparative method (compare, contrast)At this point the coding is mostly semantic (may later be latent)Semantic coding: codes are based on explicitly what was said, surface meanings --> we do almost all semantic Latent coding: involves more interpretation; starts to identify underlying ideas, assumptions, conceptualizations, ideologies3. Searching for themes Build basic coding structure through team meetings and discussion. Start categorizing codes into potential themes – “clumping”This can be done in NVivoSome researchers also make mind maps or other visuals4. Reviewing themesRefine your potential themesSome candidate themes might not really be themes (e.g., not enough data, data too diverse) Others might collapse into each other or have to be split upCheck if themes work in relation to the text they are coded to - read throughConsider if themes work in relation to entire data setMemo – document your thoughts and decisions as you go, individually and as a team5. Defining and naming themesDefine and refineIdentify the essence of each theme, and what aspect of the data it capturesWrite-up a story of each major theme: including the theme itself and how it fits into the overall story you are telling in the dataThis is really the first step in preparing a manuscript 6. Producing the reportThe final opportunity for analysisSelect vivid, compelling quotes for examples in the paperRelate it all back to:The research question (for the Results section), and Existing literature (for the Discussion section)



1. University of Alberta International Institute for Qualitative Methodology 
See the webinars archive and other resources for qualitative and mixed methods

https://www.ualberta.ca/international-institute-for-qualitative-
methodology/webinars/master-class-webinar/archived-webinars.html

2. DFM's own resources located on the shared drive and on our website:
 https://fammedmcmaster.ca/research/research-resources/in-services/
 Qualitative Research: Overview of Methods, Meredith Vanstone
 Grounded Theory, Phenomenology and Narrative, Meredith Vanstone
 Data Coding and Analysis, Meredith Vanstone
 Interviews and Focus Groups, Jessica Jurgutsis
 Responding to Sensitive Health and Social Issues in Interviewing, Laura Cleghorn and Jessica 

Gaber

Resources

https://www.ualberta.ca/international-institute-for-qualitative-methodology/webinars/master-class-webinar/archived-webinars.html
https://fammedmcmaster.ca/research/research-resources/in-services/
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Demo & Practice Using NVivo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessica – set the stage for this projectThe basics Try out cding with the group
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